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Abstract

We will present results from our recent research on methods for speeding up VCO/PLL simulation while retaining accuracy. PLL problems are one of the most important factors responsible for malfunction of mixed-signal systems. Hence detailed and accurate simulation is important during design; however, SPICE-level simulation of PLLs for jitter, capture behaviour and other effects is too time-consuming to be practical. We will review algorithms for push-button extraction of simple nonlinear phase macromodels of the VCOs within PLLs. We will describe the application of this macromodel to quickly and accurately predict various important PLL phenomena, including power grid noise induced jitter, capture and lock transients, static offset and cycle slipping, injection locking, etc. In prototype implementations, we have obtained speedups of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude over SPICE-level simulations. We will also present initial results on fast envelope methods for further speeding up oscillator/PLL simulation. If time permits, we will also illustrate applications of automated oscillator macromodelling to biological and nanoelectronic systems.
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